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COVERING A QUADRILATERAL BY SIX HOMOTHETICAL COPIES
By a convex body C of Euclidean plane E 2 we understand a compact convex set with non-empty interior. Denote by hk{C) the smallest positive ratio of k homothetical copies of C whose union covers C. A short argument (see [4] ) shows that hk{C) exists. Following [3] , we consider the number V /ifcinf{/ifc(C); C is a convex body in E 2 }.
Belousov [1] proved that = |. Lassak [3] observed that = \ and V V conjectured that h$ = j and /i 6 = The paper [2] confirms the first conjecture. The present paper disproves the second conjecture because from our Theorem we conclude that he < (7 + 2v/6)/25 = 0.4759....
THEOREM. For every convex quadrilateral Q we have
-25-<MG)< 2-//(7+2\/6)/25 < A< 1/2, then there is a deltoid D\ such that h 6 (D x ) = A Proof. The boundary and the interior of a set C are denoted by bdC and intC, respctively. The segment with endpoints a and b is denoted by ab and its length is denoted by |a6|.
Observe that in every quadrilateral Q there are three consecutive angles a 1, «2, «3 such that Qi + 02 < 7r and c*2 + 0:3 < w. By 0:4 we mean the remaining angle of Q. By a, we denote the vertex of Q corresponding to the angle a,-, for i = 1,...,4. Let b{ be the point of a,a, + 1 such that the quadrilateral 02620461 is a parallelogram for i = 1,2. It is easy to see that there are only the following two properties 2|6ia 4 | > |a 2 a3| or > \aia 2 \.
Let for instance 2|6ia41 > |a2<i3|. Let 67 be the common point of straight lines, first through aj, a2, and the second through 03, <14. Observe that Q can be covered by six homothetical copies of Q with the ratio | when we take homothety centres at points a2, <13, 67 and at the midsts of 0203, 0367 and 6702. Hence every quadrilateral Q can be covered by six homothetical copies of Q with the ratio Thus h 6 (Q) < In order to prove the inequality (7 + 2>/6)/25 < h 6 (Q) consider homothesis Hi, ...,He with a positive rato h and put Qi = Hi(Q) and bij = Hi(aj) for i = 1,..., 6 and j = 1,..., 4. Assume that Qi U ... U 3 Q and h = h 6 {Q).
Since the inequality (7 + 2v^)/25 < H 6 (Q) is trivially true for h = j, we may assume since now that h < j. Hence it immediately follows that ai + «2 < and a 2 + 03 < w.
Copies Qi and Qj are called neighbouring (in relation to bdQ), where i ^ j and i,j € {1,... ,6}, if and only if QjflQj-nbdQ / 0-By the definition of he(Q) we see that every point of bdQ belongs to at most two sets from K,. We also see that for every set from K, there are exactly two neighbouring sets belonging to K,. As the consequence we obtain the following property.
(1)
Every set from K contains at most one point from the intersection of the neighbouring sets.
We show that there exists an affine transformation T such that the angles of T(Q) at vertices T(aj) and T(aj) are equal. Assume ai < 03. Let us consider transformations T c such that all the points of the straight line through a,2 and 03 are constant under T c and that T c (a\) = c is a point of aia 2 . From «2 + «3 < 7r we get that the angle of T C (Q) at vertex T c (ai) is greater than ai and that the angle of T C (Q) at vertex T c (a3) = a 3 is less than 03. By continuity arguments we see that there is a c 0 such that the angles of T Co (Q) at vertices T Co (ai) and T Co (a^) are equal. Hence it follows that T Co is the transformation T that we are looking for. Of course, we have T{Q X ) U ... U T(Q 6 ) 2 T(Q) and h 6 (T(Q)) = h 6 (Q). Therefore we may assume since now that Q is a quadrilateral such that (*i = 03. Moreover, we may assume laical < |a2 a 3|-The assumption h < \ appears to be very useful below. Let us pass to next properties (2)-(8) (2) bdQ n bdQj ^ 0 for i = 1,... ,6.
This follows immediately from the following fact (see [2] ): if the boundary Without loss of generality we may assume since now that a\a,2 C Q1 U Qs U Q 2 and a 2 a 3 CQ 2 U<3 6 U Q 3 .
Here are next four properties:
(5) Points 622 and a 2 coincide.
(6) Points ai, in, 651 and are collinear. 
and r = x2z2 we obtain the following two equalities:
(ii -3pxi -qx\)x2
z-i -2xi
From (9), (10), (13) and (14) we get The proof of the Theorem is complete.
V
The author conjectures that h^ = (7 + 2*v/6)/25.
